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Abstract

Research exploring the gendered dimensions of adult learning has blossomed in the past two decades. Despite this trend, intersectional approaches in adult learning, research, and teaching remain limited primarily to the intersection of gender, race, and class. Meanwhile, intersectionality theories are more diverse, and include discussions of social structures, geographies, and histories that serve to build richer, nuanced descriptions of how privilege and oppression are experienced. Because the purpose of intersectionality is to understand how social identities and positions are constructed and to challenge the structures of power that oppress particular social groups, this approach is important for feminist and social justice educators. We, the Canadian authors of this manuscript, posit that adult education should move beyond intersectionality that focuses only on the trinity of gender + race + class to consider the other inequalities and the true complexities of representation and collective identities. By exploring literature in feminism, adult education, and intersectionality, we illustrate a gap at the core of adult education for social justice. We draw upon two examples of national research with and by the Canadian Research Institute for the Advancement of Women to illustrate how intersectionality is understood and works in practice.
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Intersectionality and adult Education

In the field of adult education, literature exploring intersectional approaches and practices (Hanson, 2019; Keskitalo-Foley & Naskali, 2018; Merrill & Fejes, 2018) has primarily focused on categories and intersections of gender, race, and class, an intersection sometimes referred to as the trinity (Dhamoon, 2011; Monture, 2007). Recent work edited by Merrill and Fejes (2018) acknowledged that intersections of gender, race, and class are examined in more recent adult education work; however, these categories of representation are frequently complicated by other factors—such as age, ability, location, and sexuality—which are less frequently addressed in the literature. In spite of this gap, there is recognition that intersectionality gives voice to nuanced dimensions of privilege and oppression as they are experienced and, thus, these dimensions are very much at the core of adult learning for social justice. A study by the European Association for Education of Adults (2019) posits that a challenge for adult learning in civil society remains the inclusion of underrepresented groups in adult nonformal learning processes. Because intersectional approaches consider multiple combinations of marginalization and (under)representation, they can help address such inclusion gaps. Ultimately, intersectional approaches are compatible with goals of social justice and equity, diversity, and inclusion as they are practiced within community-engaged adult education.

Intersectionality’s objective is social justice. It is an orientation to research that focuses on revealing and responding to oppression and privilege in peoples’ lives, by considering the effects of interpersonal interactions, and of socioeconomic and political structures. […] Intersectionality can strengthen an analysis of the systemic power relations at work in peoples’ lives, and help reveal allies who are working for reconciliation. (Levac et al., 2018, p. 25)

Intersectionality recognizes that people’s experiences may be affected by several interacting systems of power that combine, reinforce or challenge each other. These systems construct people’s experiences of marginalization and oppression, or of power and privilege. Intersectional approaches can provide a rich analysis of how communities or groups of people are marginalized and how inequitable structures or practices can be challenged. This paper first discusses how feminist theory and practice are foundational to intersectional approaches and, secondly, draws on two research projects to demonstrate the application of intersectionality in practice.

The first is a national study in Canada led by the Canadian Research Institute for the Advancement of Women (CRIAW), which aimed to identify and strengthen intersectional approaches to advocacy by women’s organizations in Canada. The second is an interdisciplinary project designed to stimulate conversations and analysis about feminist intersectionality and knowledge systems from Indigenous learning and worldviews. Although the studies discussed in this manuscript emerge from Canadian contexts, they borrow from and lend to intersectional approaches also used in Europe (see, for example, the 2006 issue of European Journal for Women’s Studies, or the special issue of the European Journal for Research on the Education and Learning of Adults (RELA, 2018). The two examples cited in this manuscript may additionally contribute to broader applications or insights into lived oppressions and power dynamics in the field of adult education.
**Review of the literature**

Many feminist adult educators have already explored intersectional approaches—particularly as they relate to gender, race and class. Thus, we start this literature review by situating our work within the history and analysis of feminist thought and theory. This is followed by a closer examination of how adult education might further apply intersectional approaches and frameworks. Our goal is to suggest that the practice of adult education for social change—or for understanding how social structures impact and shift the lived experience of communities and learners—might be further enhanced by more attention to intersectionality.

**Feminist theory and intersectionality**

Variously defined as a concept, a theory, or a framework, intersectionality originated from Black feminist theory and activism, building on the work of Sojourner Truth and the Combahee River Collective (1977 [2007]; see also May, 2014) and finally named in the work of feminist legal scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw (1991). Intersectionality revises the analysis of gender in large part because ‘feminist researchers have come to understand that the individual’s social location as reflected in intersecting identities must be at the forefront in any investigation of gender’ (Shields, 2008, p. 302). Collins (1990) termed these multiple identities and systems “interlocking” and posited a matrix of domination to ensure gender analysis was linked to other forms of power relations (Shields, 2008), further positing that agency was required to break the patterns of domination.

In an intersectional approach, social identities are complex and multidimensional—that is, they can be sources of oppression, but also of privilege and in particular situations they may be both. An emphasis or bias may also be intentional or unconscious. For example, a White woman typically experiences racial privilege, but the white woman’s sexual orientation, age, education, location (e.g., rural, urban), class, and employment status also affect how she is treated in particular situations. For this reason, intersectionality considers the contextual fluctuation of power while still recognizing that experiences and identities are linked to relatively stable systems of power like patriarchy, systemic racism, class, colonization, heteronormativity, and other deeply rooted social structures (Anthias, 2013; Fletcher, 2018). In other words, intersectionality is both an approach to power and to understanding social positions and structures.

Importantly, the fact that many analyses are structured to point out difference, not explain linkages, challenges efforts at intersectionality (Shields, 2008). Adult educators concerned with community development or citizenship, for example, not only need to conceptualize difference and structures that create it, but also develop strategies that highlight intersections of identity—something explored more fully in the examples following this literature review. Similarly, May (2014) noted that intersectionality itself is not merely focused on macro-level structures or micro-level identities; rather, it is linked and hybrid, both ‘particular and universal in scope, though, from the stance of binary thinking, this can seem illogical, even nonsensical’ (p. 96).

Feminist scholars of intersectionality have recognized the multi-level nature of intersecting oppressions, which exist at individual and structural levels simultaneously (Djoudi et al., 2016; Hanson, forthcoming; May, 2014; Winker & Degele, 2011) and manifest discursively, ideologically, and materially (Fletcher, 2018). Importantly for adult educators, intersectionality offers us the opportunity to more fully embrace the complexities of lived experiences and thereby develop teaching and research practices that take those complexities into account, thus helping to address oppression in its various
forms. Through intersectional approaches, individual experiences can be linked to their structural roots in oppressive systems. This may lead to building of coalitional politics (May, 2014).

Feminist intersectional practices challenge conventional norms and deepen analyses about how universal meta-narratives of truth can be interrupted. Denis (2008) analyzed how feminist intersectionality affected sociological thought, and in particular, how intersectionality exposed normative assumptions, even within feminist thought:

Intersectional analysis involves the concurrent analyses of multiple, intersecting sources of subordination/oppression, and is based on the premise that the impact of a particular source of subordination may vary, depending on its combination with other potential sources of subordination (or of relative privilege). I argue that intersectional analysis can be understood as an outcome of applying the same type of critiques within feminism that (second wave) feminist sociologists had applied, in the 1960s and early 1970s…. Their critique was that women were invisible in most sociological theorizing and analysis – an outcome of the (often implicit) assumption that men’s experience was both universal and normative, except in (the primarily) affective relations within the family. (p. 677)

The description here is similar to how many educational programs or policies are explained without attention to experiences shaped by gender, race, age, immigration or citizenship status, location, (dis)ability, or sexuality; however, such constructed positions influence outcomes for individuals and collectives on a daily basis.

**Adult education and intersectional frameworks**

Broad constituencies of adult learners are discussed in adult education for social justice, and marginalization and inequity are common themes encountered in feminist and community-based policy and research work. There are however, limited adult education frameworks that interrogate lived inequalities (Groener, 2011; Rubenson & Desjardins, 2009), despite the historical emphasis of feminist and adult education for social justice and collective community action (Groen & Kawalilak, 2019). Shields’s (2008) work for example, acknowledges the difficulties for researchers in making this shift ‘without falling back into the status quo approach’ (p. 304). Her argument, to move into new understandings and identities by making the invisibility of intersectionality more visible, bodes well with adult education for social change. It suggests that intersectionality can further interrogate understanding how power is exerted, how inequality is experienced, and how solidarity with marginalized groups can be approached.

The aforementioned special issue of the RELA (volume 9) edited by Merrell and Fejes (2018) provided examples of how an intersectional analysis was framed in the European adult education literature. Similarly, an analysis of intersectionality in the Finnish journal, *Aikuiskasvatus* (adult education) between 2010-2016 provided important findings in terms of how intersectionality in adult education is framed around discourses of difference. The authors of this review, Keskitalo-Foley and Naskali (2018), argued for a more inter-categorical approach where categories of identity are used with intersectional theories and feminist pedagogies. This manuscript builds on that argument and provides examples in practice.

A rapid scoping of key adult education journals in North America, namely, *Adult Education Quarterly*, the *Canadian Journal for the Study of Adult Education*, and *Adult Learning* yielded similar results when the search terms *intersectional* and *adult education/learning* were used. The most frequent form of intersectionality discussed in these journals was race and gender; this finding is consistent with other literature on
intersectionality which demonstrates that the most common identity variables considered are gender, race, and class (Yuval-Davis, 2006). One title explored the intersection of race and gender, with reference to these factors as the key components of intersectionality introduced by Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989 (Jean-Marie et al., 2009). Crenshaw (1997) challenged single-identity analyses for women, noting that race and gender interlocked in her life as a Black woman. While the concepts of gender, race, and class are central to the discussions and analysis on intersectionality, limiting discussion to gender plus race or class (or one or two other components of identity) may omit other attributes and associated narratives that frame and construct complex lived experiences.

The European Society for the Research of Education for Adults (ESREA) gender network highlighted intersectionality at its 2017 conference entitled, *Gender - Diversity - Intersectionality. (New) Theories and Policies in Adult Education*. Like the book by the same name (Endepohls-Ulpe & Ostrouch-Kaminska, 2019), the majority of presentations highlighted gender and one or two other aspects of diverse representations. Clover, Butterwick and Collins (2016) extended the understanding of intersectionality in their book, *Women, Adult Education, and Leadership in Canada*, which provides a unique decolonizing perspective addressing women and leadership in adult education; however, they were critiqued for lack of attention to LGBTQ issues (Huron, 2017).

In a ten-year review of themes and issues in the journal *Adult Learning* (Cherrstrom, Robbins, & Bixby, 2017), the sole application of the word *intersection* was to illustrate the noun *intersection* as a link between two fields—adult learning and higher education. Similarly, the theme of diversity appears more often in the final years of their ten-year study (leading up to 2015), but the authors’ uptake of diversity does not critically interrogate how different components of identity or representation intersect to construct particular experiences of marginalization and oppression, power and privilege—whether unconsciously and/or intentionally. Intersectionality approaches explore those themes as fluid and performative, but emphasize that experiences are also linked to broader systems of power (Smooth, 2013).

Leaving out other categories or complexities beyond the trinity—gender, race, and class—can make the outcomes of research less comprehensive. Recently for example, a study reported in *Adult Learning* on acculturation experiences of Syrian Muslim refugee women in the US (Ugurel Kamisli, 2020) demonstrated a more complex intersection of identities including nationality, religion, gender, and refugee status, thus illustrating how adult learning is bound by constraints beyond the trinity. The use of gender plus race or class is undoubtedly the most common way intersectional issues are understood, in part because there are few frameworks in adult education from which the more complex analyses can emerge.

**Frameworks for an Intersectional Analysis**

Intersectional analyses demonstrate how complex experiences of oppression that occur at the intersection of multiple aspects of identity—for example, gender, race, class, ability, age, belief systems, language, sexuality, and location—are influenced by and combine with structures of inequality and power. Put more simply, if equality is possible through structural change processes, then categories matter – for example, painting all women as equal when we know that poor, older, or rural women are less likely to participate in adult education or, similarly, ethnic minorities, migrants, Indigenous or transgender persons may have life experiences very different from each other and from those of college, group, or community leaders (Hanson, forthcoming). None of the categories are homogeneous
and differences or linkages within each can identify additional locations for structural analysis.

Recently, institutional efforts to apply more intersectional approaches in policy and program development have become evident. For example, national governments in Europe use additive (multiple) discrimination (or similar) terms, including discrimination as synergistic (Fredman, 2016), and federally, Canada uses Gender-Based Analysis Plus (GBA+) as a method to aid government departments in analyzing the impact of gender and intersecting forms of identity discrimination on policies, programs, and projects (Status of Women Canada, 2018). Although challenges remain in fully implementing GBA+ across government departments and initiatives in Canada (Wright, 2019), an obvious advantage is increased recognition that all policies and programs interact with inequality in the social body.

Intersectional frameworks attempt to provide a more complex analysis that explores the diversity and complexity of lived experience. Such frameworks help to identify the structures of oppression or advantage, the kinds of discrimination these structures construct or co-construct; and how aspects of social position, history or identity are impacted and a starting point for making essential changes. A feminist intersectional analysis puts women at the centre of this framework in order to make policies, services and programs more accessible and inclusive for all people, while ensuring that the feminist origins and aims are not lost (Manning, 2014). According to CRIAW, ‘The goal of a feminist intersectional analysis is to understand power relations and systems of power that create barriers to women’s equality so we can work to remove those barriers and redistribute power equitably’ (CRIAW, 2019, p. 4).

The following diagram, originally developed by the Canadian Research Institute for the Advancement of Women (CRIAW), demonstrates components of a feminist intersectional framework:
In this nested intersectionality diagram, the innermost circle is meant to represent an individual’s particular circumstances; the second circle, aspects of identity; the third indicates various types of discrimination; and the outermost circle shows broader social forces and structures that cause and construct experiences of marginalization and exclusion (Simpson, 2009). This tool has been widely used and adapted and, more recently, critiqued for what it does/does not include (Hanson, forthcoming).

The key challenge in an intersectional analysis is to consider the multiple, intersecting forms of oppression, power and disadvantage experienced by certain groups. Further, the inclusion of gender identities that go beyond binaries of men and women (for example transgender or non-conforming identities) bring to light how the very notion of gender or sex as a binary can create a structure of oppression. Such structural barriers have socio-political and personal consequences (Hanson, forthcoming).

The following sections present two examples of efforts to advance intersectionality in practice; both were conducted by CRIAW and affiliated researchers. The first example is a Canadian study of women’s organizations’ capacity to engage in intersectional advocacy. The second is an attempt to synthesize feminist intersectionality and Indigenous ways of knowing in order to advance reconciliation and epistemic pluralism. Both examples reveal current challenges in implementing intersectional approaches, while simultaneously demonstrating the value of intersectional analysis for highlighting both experiential and systemic forms of inequality.

**Example one:**

**Building capacity for intersectional advocacy on women’s issues**

CRIAW is a not-for-profit, member-based women’s organization with 45 years of experience doing feminist research.¹ As a national institute focused on producing publicly accessible feminist analysis, CRIAW is concerned with structural inequality and the role patriarchy plays in shaping women’s diverse experiences (CRIAW, 2019). The organization takes a feminist intersectional stance that centres women in their multiple diversities and explores how different identity categories, separately, together and combined, influence women’s lives.

CRIAW recently completed a five-year project (funded originally by Status of Women Canada; in 2018 renamed Women and Gender Equality Canada) to examine the capacity of Canadian women’s organizations to do intersectional advocacy work. In the study, women’s organizations were invited to respond to a survey inquiring about their current understandings of intersectionality and its application in practice. In a second phase, organizations were invited to engage in a series of regional focus groups aimed at deepening collective understandings of what intersectionality means in theory and practice. The third phase involved using that knowledge to identify how to build inclusive networks that strengthen collective capacity for advocacy on women’s issues. The study produced a series of publicly accessible, no-cost resources to support organizations in their intersectional practice. Although the study focused on women’s organizations, the question more broadly queried the role of intersectionality in building social movements.

We, the authors of this manuscript, are CRIAW members and have both served as the organization’s President in recent years. We served as co-applicants on the application for the study’s behavioural ethics approval through our university’s Research Ethics Board. We worked collaboratively on the methodological design and participated in several stages of the data collection process; we also served on the five-person advisory committee that oversaw the process from design phase to knowledge mobilization.
Study methodology

CRIAW’s study began with an environmental scan, which produced a list of over 600 diverse women’s organizations operating at the local, provincial, and national levels across Canada. The list was compiled from publicly available sources, existing lists, internet and social media searches and suggestions from CRIAW members. The list was organized into a matrix identifying each organization by province or region, official language of operation (English or French), and main constituency and issue(s) in order to select a diverse sample of women’s organizations across the country. From the original list, 100 women’s organizations were selected to complete an on-line survey in English or French; 50 organizations responded (33 in English, 17 in French). Next, CRIAW held five regional discussion groups (i.e., focus groups) across Canada, which were attended by representatives of 34 organizations in total. These data collection efforts were supplemented by key stakeholder interviews. After the data were analyzed, CRIAW staff and the advisory group worked collectively to develop a webinar and toolkit to support organizations’ efforts at intersectional advocacy.

Results: Challenges of and lessons in intersectional advocacy

The results of the study demonstrated that women’s organizations have an overwhelming interest in intersectionality, both in theory and in practice. Survey data showed half of the responding organizations had a strong grasp of intersectionality as a concept, while a few had virtually none. Respondents’ definitions often emphasized the intersection of gender, race, and class but, notably, survey responses frequently went beyond the trinity to identify additional intersecting dimensions, such as sexuality and citizenship. For example, one responding organization noted that:

Intersectionality recognizes that identities and social roles related to gender, race, ethnicity, socio-economic class, age, immigrant or refugee status, mental and physical abilities, religion, sexuality, family and other statuses intersect. (survey respondent)

Despite strong interest, the application of intersectionality, as noted by the participating organizations, was hampered by structural barriers, particularly resource constraints. Women’s organizations spoke frequently about having too much work and too few resources, which negatively affected their ability to engage in intersectional advocacy. Most of the participating women’s organizations reported having very few paid staff members. Almost all of those responding in French (93%) and almost half (49%) of those responding in English reported having five or fewer staff members. Almost two-thirds (63%) of English organizations employed ten or fewer staff members. The results indicate that capacity issues are inhibiting organizations’ ability to do intersectional work.

Despite these challenges, many of the women’s organizations said they would like to do more intersectional advocacy work. In order to do this work, organizations reported a need for 1) more staff or full-time advocates; 2) more financial and human resources; 3) expanded ability to advocate on behalf of groups that are currently not served and on issues where there is not currently a gender lens; and, 4) coordinated advocacy with other equality-seeking groups and more opportunities to network, educate, and provide resources to women. Half of the responding organizations (12 of 23 responses) mentioned training as the most helpful way for the organizations to build capacity for intersectional work. The type of training they desired included webinars, workshops, training modules,
professional development, and engaging with outside resource people to expand
knowledge. A few did not want online webinars or online tools, saying, “they do not
facilitate dialogue” and instead named preferences for interactive and in-person training.

The organizations said the services women needed were often not available, that
research and policy work frequently went undone, and that tools for advocacy were not
well developed. They reported no time for an intersectional analysis of issues or outreach
and input from the surrounding community because they did not have the capacity. One
survey participant said:

With only one employee, [the organization] struggles to meet the needs regarding
advocacy. A good chunk of the ED’s [Executive Director’s] time is spent reporting to
funders, coordinating projects, and searching for new streams of funding. Unless advocacy
is built into a project there’s not always time to address it.

The results of this study illustrate that the lack of core resources for women’s
organizations is the primary barrier in taking an intersectional approach to their work.
Weak capacity, unstable funding and inadequate resources to do advocacy work means
women’s organizations cannot do the necessary research and policy work or tool
development required to build strong movements. Despite capacity gaps, the commitment
to equality and to the women’s movement keeps these organizations doing their work,
albeit with varied levels of understanding about intersectionality and how to implement
it.

On provincial level, we advocate for improved educational curriculum, changes to family
law act, improved services for victims of violence, improvements in mental health and
substance use services, for the development of a taskforce on violence against women and
girls, improved services for LGBTQ+ populations, for the establishment of a municipal
committee to address social issues, for the establishment of additional women's centres in
areas of the province that require services. (Survey participant)

Other non-governmental or community-based groups who participated mirrored this
sentiment. Because of adult education’s relationship to non-formal learning in social
movements (English & Mayo, 2012; Holford, 1995), studies of organizing, resourcing,
and sustaining community capacity are of ongoing interest to the field. Moreover, Irving
and English (2011) add that a lack of resources can lead to internal conflict within the
organizations themselves, and this can weaken the movements.

Ultimately, the data collected by CRIAW will help build capacity for intersectional
feminist advocacy resources amongst Canadian equity-seeking organizations. In the
current neoliberal context of Canadian and many European institutions and policy-

making (Arat-Koç, 2012; Paterson, 2010), this knowledge can serve to improve the
narrow gaze of binary or one-dimensional thinking. There is a role for educators, policy-
makers, and activists in efforts to advance intersectional thinking; however, the key
challenge is best summed up by the survey participant who said, ‘[Women’s
organizations] need more funding to be able to effectively make change through
advocacy.’

The impacts of social inequities are ongoing pieces in the history of adult education in
Canada (English, 2016). Yet, an intersectional approach that examines sustained or even
temporary experiences of exclusion and privilege (Levac & Denis, 2019) is rare. Funding
is recognized as necessary for doing advocacy work, but so too are tools and capacity to
ensure the work is inclusive of diverse groups. The next example explores inclusivity
among diverse epistemic groups.
Example two:

**Linking epistemic knowledges and adult education**

The second example is a knowledge synthesis project. Knowledge synthesis is a systemic analysis of existing evidence based on prior knowledge and study. In health sciences it is commonly used to accumulate evidence systematically in order to draw out new conclusions or solutions from existing research (Grimshaw, 2020).

The project, *Learning across Indigenous and Western knowledge systems and intersectionality: Reconciling social science research approaches* was a funded knowledge synthesis grant—thus, it was a structured and a systematic attempt to gather existing academic and community-based materials, and synthesize the materials looking for evidence-based points of convergence as they existed in relation to feminist intersectionality and Indigenous knowledge. The project sought ways of framing two knowledge systems—intersectionality and Indigenous—as complementary, and possibly as collaborative:

Some knowledges have long been marginalized within Western scientific traditions as well. The knowledges of women, queer, disabled, and racialized knowledge holders are examples. One of the responses to this exclusion is the theoretical idea and practice of intersectionality, which contends that varying forms of oppression are interrelated, interactive, and co-constitutive. (Levac et al., 2018, p. 6)

Through a coding of the 27 original principles that emerged from the data (literature and discussions with key informants including knowledge keepers), the research team were able to summarize seven principles that were linked to intersectionality, non-Western, and Indigenous epistemologies. The seven principles were reciprocity, relationality, reflexivity, respect, reverence, responsivity, and responsibility (Levac et al., 2018). Importantly, the analysis illustrated both points of convergence and of tension between the models.

Epistemological difference is seldom central to in an intersectional analysis, but it does illustrate deep-seated points of potential contention and/or possible collaboration, even solidarity. Using intersectional frameworks provides insight into these points of diversity that would not otherwise be viewed as compatible. As Shields (2008) argued, intersectionality points out linkages, not just differences. In the field of adult education, linkages, solidarities, and participatory practices all remain central to work in communities, in organizations, and in social movements. Such solidarity and participatory practices can, in turn, help to reveal and build collective challenges to existing power and privilege; thus, intersectional analyses and adult education can be mutually reinforcing.

Learning and sharing how intersectional approaches might influence our methods of research and engagement, our pedagogies in communities or classrooms, and our ways of building social movements is timely. For example, the field of adult learning has tended to view social movements in adult education from the perspective of a divide between the global North and the global South (Mayo & English, 2012), likely due to the influence of Freire (1970) and emancipatory possibilities/oppression, but this knowledge synthesis project demonstrated that there may be other ways of building and linking ideas.

In addition to the factors already mentioned, epistemic pluralism opens conversations for multiple perspectives. For example, recent patterns in migration to Europe can open conversations about policy and practice issues in new ways that are not bound by Western constructs or epistemologies and include diverse histories and geographies. Adult education, especially as it relates to community engagement, aims to
create equity, collaboration, and solidarity, and more recently, efforts to decolonize approaches to learning (Hanson, 2019; Hanson & Jaffe, 2021). Thus, engaging with intersectional approaches such as those described in the Levac et al. (2018) project can build pathways for knowledge and epistemic solidarities while challenging hegemony.

Conclusion: From invisibility to solidarity

Given the growing importance of representational politics and the need to continue traditions of building movements, democratic communities, classrooms and collective histories, expanding the influence of intersectionality in research and pedagogical practices offers an opportunity for deepening our practice. Ideologies of superiority and privilege through gender, race, class, sexuality, age, location—as well as associated forms of over-representation or under-representation—are (re)constructed by institutional and social structures; for example, the locations of our work, our history, and by the curricula and the examples we choose. The absence of certain examples can reinforce oppression. A structural analysis demonstrates that how power is exercised in teaching and research can support possibilities for transformation and solidarity. Conversely, refusing to make such efforts can lead to further homogenization and hegemony.

The development of tools such as CRIAW’s intersectionality framework, or synthesis research that connects epistemic knowledges, provide examples for how community organizations and adult educators can analyse categories beyond gender, race, and class and demonstrate that none of the categories are homogeneous. Further making the public education tools freely available, such as those developed by CRIAW in both of our examples, can support organizations dealing with under-funding and resource challenges in order to bring intersectionality into their work.

Importantly for the field of feminist/adult learning, intersectional frameworks provide a conceptual, theoretical, and discursive way to analyse the intersecting attributes encountered in our practices within communities, organizations, and learning groups. An intersectional approach also creates space for epistemic pluralism and highlights complex experiences of inequality, potentially leading to more inclusive educational practices and solidarity-building. Within the realm of nonformal and informal learning, these practices remain key components of liberatory values in adult education (English & Mayo, 2012). If adult education—particularly in communities, and in nonformal education or social movement contexts—aims to create conditions for change and pedagogies of solidarity (Freire, Araújo Freire, & Ferreira de Oliveira, 2014), then intersectional frameworks are a much-needed resource.

Notes

1 Additional information about CRIAW, along with free resources on feminist and intersectionality topics, can be found at: https://www.criaw-icref.ca
2 Funding for this knowledge synthesis grant was provided by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC).
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